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• Oil demand growth in 1H22 decelerates at the same time U.S. oil production grows, reflecting the
lagged impact of shallow base declines and high prices this year, pushing prices briefly to
$60/bbl Brent and sub-$60/bbl WTI. According to our analysis, OPEC will need to take
~2 MMbbl/d of production off the market.

• While OPEC’s internal politics are becoming more complex, we expect the organization to
continue to try to manage balances over the medium term in pursuit of prices that will broadly
meet OPEC producers’ fiscal needs, keeping Brent prices at the low end of the group’s sweet
spot of $65-$75/bbl through 2026.

• With OPEC supporting high prices, we expect U.S. producers to deliver ~1.2 MMbbl/d of supply
growth exit-to-exit 2022 and 90-300 MMbbl/d per year thereafter. We believe capital discipline
and supply growth are not mutually exclusive in a high-price environment, although public
perception muddies the picture for clear economic incentives to drill. The muted and delayed
drilling response to tighter oil and gas markets this year keeps Henry Hub prices in the $3.50s
through winter 2022-23. Associated gas production grows 1.7 Bcf/d by year-end 2022, just
keeping pace with new liquefaction facilities coming online.

• Gas prices soften in the 2023-24 period, likely trading under $3/MMBtu, as Mountain Valley
Pipeline’s anticipated start temporarily debottlenecks the Northeast, LNG development slows and
associated gas production continues growing. Henry Hub prices rise in 2025-26 as feedgas
requirements accelerate again.

• Our economic and oil demand growth outlook, along with our views for Iran’s recovery and North
American supply growth, underpins this Goldilocks scenario, in which OPEC maintains its
preferred price range without needing to progressively cede market share. Should any of these
factors tilt in a more bearish direction, pressure on OPEC could stress the group’s cohesion,
exacerbating oil price pressure and weakening Permian production. This scenario would be
bullish for Henry Hub prices, the Haynesville and second-tier gas plays and midstream systems.

• We expect a strong post-COVID-19 recovery in oil demand in 2H21, with growth moderating in
2022 as demand moves closer to outright pre-pandemic levels. Oil demand declines begin in the
latter half of this decade, but growth from 2023-26 averages 900 Mbbl/d annually, enough to
accommodate rising U.S. production of ~200 Mbbl/d annually and keep prices within OPEC’s
desired band.

• The Permian accounts for almost all of U.S. oil production growth from 2021E through 2026E, at
~2.4 MMbbl/d out of a total 2.8 MMbbl/d. However, the overhang in oil pipeline capacity out of
the basin means differentials will stay narrow. New Permian gas pipeline capacity likely will be
needed before oil or NGL takeaway.
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SUMMARY

WTI and Henry Hub prices traded at historic lows just over a year ago. Prices for both commodities 
rebounded by late 2020 and rallied to their highest levels in three years through 1H21. In Enverus’ 
view, fundamentals support gas’ current strength at over $3/MMBtu through the midterm. WTI prices 
are likely to come in below the current NYMEX curve in 2022. Our outlook for the balance of 2021 
holds at low $70s/bbl Brent, but 2022 features downside risk as U.S. supply growth, a potential stall in 
demand and seasonal weakness force OPEC to cut again. So long as economic recovery translates 
into steady demand growth, we expect WTI prices to trade at ~$60/bbl for 2023-26. Oil prices support 
Henry Hub prices in the $2.80-$3.40/MMBtu range through 2026 (Figure 1).

Figure 1 | Price Outlook
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Oil and gas prices depend on:

• A smooth economic recovery coming out of the pandemic.

• OPEC’s ability to maintain control of the oil market.

• U.S. producers’ response to the resulting $60/bbl WTI target price.

Neither the COVID-19-driven slump nor the recovery has been even across commodities, sectors or 
regions. Global and domestic carbon policies, including formal government plans as well as corporate 
mandates driven by activist shareholders and courts, exert more influence on fundamentals over time. 
LNG exports will boost the U.S. gas market above 100 Bcf/d this year while average global oil demand 
remains below pre-pandemic levels until 2023. Enverus expects oil demand to peak late in the decade; 
gas demand has a longer runway and climbs through 2030 before offshore wind and hydrogen 
eventually erode gas demand. In other sectors, electrification winds down traditional heating and 
industrial markets, albeit mostly after the five-year forecast horizon.

For North American oil and gas producers and midstream companies, the current forward curves 
offer high IRRs on numerous potential projects yet activity remains constrained. Out-of-the-money 
hedges mean many operators’ cash flows won’t fully reflect today’s strip, while investors are focused 
more on cash returns than growth. Cash flow that would once have gone to driving double-digit 
growth is instead returned to shareholders and, for a growing list of companies and invested in 
emissions control programs.

U.S. oil and gas production still climbs under this framework as unfavorable hedges roll off and capital 
budgets reset in 2022. With OPEC supporting high prices, North American liquids supply growth 
outpaces its global counterparts (Figure 2). Increased activity from private operators, high-grading 
core inventory and low base declines deliver double-digit growth in some areas in the near term, all 
while achieving a reinvestment rate in the 45% to low 50% range. Rising base declines and dwindling 
inventory in the lowest-cost sub-plays mean production growth decelerates after 2022, even with WTI 
prices in the $60/bbl range. To mid-decade we expect moderate U.S. supply growth averaging 
90-300 Mbbl/d exit-to-exit each year, built on a WTI price of $60/bbl. The Delaware, Midland and
Haynesville lead the pack, with the Permian Basin helping the U.S. steal oil market share from NOCAR
while OPEC maintains a ~35% share of supply in our forecast over the period. Rig additions push the
total U.S. count to ~530 and 630 in 2H21 and 2022, stabilizing to just under 600 rigs in the midterm.

FIGURE 2 | Average Year-Over-Year Liquids Production Growth
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This Goldilocks outlook is predicated on continued demand growth, albeit weaker than the historical 
pace. We believe this demand growth accommodates both modest North American production 
growth and OPEC’s desired $65/bbl Brent prices, but even flat oil demand could upset that 
equilibrium. In an environment where demand growth precipitates a change in OPEC’s stance, North 
American oil production would fall outside of the Permian and production from this basin likely would 
level off. Gas prices would push higher, bringing in marginal Haynesville acreage and likely rich gas 
portions of the Eagle Ford and Mid-Continent.

The current gas market shows the impact of decelerating associated gas production, with January 
2022 Henry Hub prices trading in the $4/MMBtu range. Combined Haynesville, Marcellus and Utica 
dry gas production is at an all-time high (Figure 3), but gas production in oil plays outside the Permian 
never recovered from pandemic-related shut-ins. Gas production ramps up beginning in winter 
2022-23, albeit not as quickly as it did historically, keeping prices high in 2022. Between 2023 and 
2025, a slower pace of LNG capacity additions and a step-up in Appalachian production as Mountain 
Valley Pipeline (MVP) finally comes online soften prices, to under $3/MMBtu briefly. Second-wave LNG 
facilities begin taking feedgas in 2025 and accelerate demand in 2026. To serve new demand from 
Golden Pass and LNG Canada, Henry Hub prices again trade in the $3.25-$3.50/MMBtu range. Basis 
contracts as the B.C. project cuts Canadian exports to the U.S. Midwest.

FIGURE 3 | Gas Production Growth and Gas Rig Counts
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